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Operation Roundup 
 
The Rules: 
 
Rule 3.1.2 (correction): The rule states the UK has eight 
non-divisional units. It should say nine. 
 
Section 11.10 (discrepancy): Rule states units defending in 
a port city get two left column shifts, the TEC says they get 
one left column shift. The rule is correct. 
 
Section 15.9 Luftwaffe Port Interdiction (clarification): If 
the TAS marker criteria is met, the Luftwaffe will only cut 
supplies, not reinforcements. Note that units on coastal hex-
es are in supply even without ports (see Section 4.3). 
 
 
The Counters: 
 
The German 179R Panzer Division should be marked "2S" 
rather than "25". 
 
The four German units that setup at start (see Section 13.2) 
have slightly misprinted hex numbers on them. They should 
be placed instead as follows: 
 18L INF Division in hex 1205 (Dunkirk) 
 156R INF Division in hex 1617 (Calais) 
 182R INF Division in hex 2203 (Cassel)  
 191R INF Division in 2623 (Boulogne) 
 
 

 
 
 

The Magazine: 
 
Pg. 22, 2nd para, last sentence (correction): Mention is 
made that the 1941 Thanksgiving dinner was served out be-
tween the maneuvers. However, that sentence should have 
come near the end of the last paragraph, right column, on 
pg. 23 (after the sentence about the Red Team being forced 
out of Monroe), as the Thanksgiving Dinner was served dur-
ing the Second Carolina Maneuvers. Readers will see that 
the date for the Thanksgiving holiday is correct, and that was 
not when the Louisiana Maneuvers were held.  
 
 
 

A Cornered Wolf 
 
The Rules: 
 
3.3 Stacking (correction). The Spetsnaz (commando) and 
Desant (combat engineer) units, as well as German AT 
units, are independent formations. These units can be con-
sidered part of any Soviet/German formation respectively. 
 
(clarification): Stacking applies at every point during the turn. 
A unit of one formation cannot move through an area with a 
unit of a different formation in it (because the instant the new 
unit passes through, it’s in violation of the stacking limits). 
 
7.1.1 German units (correction). This rule incorrectly lists 
three Assault Gun units as part of the FB Brigade at-start 
units. These units are correctly listed as part of the HG 
Division reinforcements in rule 7.1.2, and are so marked. 
 
The Counters: 
 
Skorzeny’s counter is misspelled “Skorezny” 
 
 
 


